
 What is a custom? 

 A custom is the usual 
way of behaving or 
acting 

 What is a tradition? 

 A tradition is a custom, 
opinion or belief handed 
down from on 
generation to another, 
often orally or by 
practice. 
 





Greetings 

 

 

Home Visiting 

 
 

Dos and Don’ts 

 

  





English people are quite reserved when greeting one 
another. A greeting can be a bright 'Hello' 'Hi' or 'Good 

morning', when you arrive at work or at school. 

  

Handshake: It is the most common form of greeting among 
the British and is customary when you are introduced to 
somebody new. 

Kiss: It is only when you meet friends that you haven't seen 
for a long time. It is implied that the kiss is given to the cheek. 
In Britain one kiss is generally enough. 

Thank you/ Thanks/ Cheers:  English people sometime say 
'cheers' instead of thank you. You may hear 'cheers' said 
instead of 'good bye', what they are really saying is 'thanks 
and bye'. 

 



Formal Greetings:  

The usual formal greeting is a 'How do you do?' and a firm handshake, 

 but with a lighter touch between men and women. 

‘How do you do?’ is a greeting not a question and the correct 

response is to repeat ‘How do you do?' You say this when shaking 

hands with someone. 

 

 

 
First person "How do you do?" 

Second person " How do you do?“ 
 
'How are you?' is a question and the most common and polite response is "I 
am fine thank you and you?" 
First person "How are you?" 

Second person "I am fine thank you and you?“ 
 
Nice to meet you – Nice to meet you too. (Often said whilst shaking hands) 
Delighted to meet you 
Pleased to meet you 

Glad to meet you 
Good Morning / Good Afternoon / Good Evening 



Hi - Hi or hello 

 

 

Morning / Afternoon / 

Evening ( We drop the 

word 'Good' in informal 

situations). 

 

 

How's you? - Fine thanks. 

You? 

 



Time 
British people place considerable value on punctuality. If you agree 
to meet friends at three o'clock, you can bet that they'll be there 
just after three. Since Britons are so time conscious, the pace of life 
may seem very rushed. In Britain, people make great effort to arrive 
on time. It is often considered impolite to arrive even a few minutes 
late. If you are unable to keep an appointment, it is expected that 
you call the person you are meeting. 

Introduction and Greeting 
It is proper to shake hands with everyone to 

whom you are introduced, both men and 

women. An appropriate response to an 

introduction is "Pleased to meet you". If you 

want to introduce yourself to someone, 

extend you hand for a handshake and say 

"Hello, I am....". Hugging is only for friends. 

 

 



“ Drop in anytime” and “come see me soon” are idioms often used in  
social settings but seldom meant to be taken literally. It is wise to telephone 
before visiting someone at home. If you receive a written invitation to an 
event that says “RSVP”, you should respond to let the person who sent the 
invitation know whether or not you plan to attend. 
 
Never accept an invitation unless you really plan to go. You may refuse by 
saying, “Thank you for inviting me, but I will not be able to come.” If, after 
accepting, you are unable to attend, be sure to tell those expecting you as 
far in advance as possible that you will not be there. 
 
Although it is not necessarily expected that you give a gift to your host, it is 
considered polite to do so, especially if you have been invited for a meal. 
Flowers, chocolate, or a small gift are all appropriate. A thank-you note or 
telephone call after the visit is also considered polite and is an appropriate 
means to express your appreciation for the invitation. 
 
 



Everyday dress is appropriate 
for most visits to peoples' 
homes. You may want to dress 
more formally when attending 
a holiday dinner or cultural 
event, such as a concert or 
theatre performance. In the 
casual clothing scarves and 
woolen or fake fur hats are 
frequently worn by women, 
while flat caps for men may be 
worn. Walking shoes or boots 
are left at the door and slip-on 
shoes such as loafers are 
usually worn indoors. The 
wearing of trainers indoors and 
outdoors is generally frowned 
upon. 





Do stand in line:  

In England, people like to form orderly queues (standing in line) 

and wait patiently for their turn. 'Queue jumping' is frowned 

upon. 

Do take your hat off when you go indoors (men only) 

It is impolite for men to wear hats indoors especially in churches.  

 

Do say "Excuse Me“: 

If someone is blocking your way and you would like them to 

move, say excuse me and they will move out of your way. 

Do Pay as you Go: 

Pay for drinks as you order them in pubs and other types of bars. 

Do say "Please" and "Thank you": 

It is very good manners to say "please" and "thank you". It is 

considered rude if you don't.  
 



Do say sorry: 

If you accidentally bump into someone, say 'sorry'. They 

probably will too, even if it was your fault! This is a habit 

and can be seen as very amusing by an 'outsider'. 

Do Smile:  

A smiling face is a welcoming face. 

Do open doors for other people 

Men and women both hold open the door for each other. 

It depends on who goes through the door first. 

Do Shake Hands: 

When you are first introduced to someone, shake their 
right hand with your own right hand. 

Do cover your Mouth: 

When yawning or coughing always cover your mouth with 

your hand. 

 

 



Do not greet people with a kiss:  

British people only kiss people who are close friends and relatives. 

Avoid talking loudly in public 

It is impolite to stare at anyone in public. 

Privacy is highly regarded.  

Do not ask a lady her age. 

Do not pick your nose in public:  

English people are disgusted by this. If your nostrils need de-bugging, 

use a handkerchief. 

Avoid doing gestures such as backslapping and hugging  

This is only done among close friends. 

Do not spit.  

Spitting in the street is considered to be very bad mannered. 

 



It is impolite to speak with your mouth full of food. 

Do not ask personal or intimate questions.  
English people like their privacy. Please do not ask questions 
such as "How much money do you earn?" "How much do you 
weigh?" or "Why aren't you married?". 

Never eat off a knife when having a meal. 

Do not pass wind in public  
Now how can we say this politely? Let's say that you want to 
pass wind. What do you do? Go somewhere private and let it 
out. If you accidentally pass wind in company say 'pardon 
me'. 

Do not burp in public  
You may feel better by burping loudly after eating or drinking, 
but other people will not! If you can not stop a burp from 
bursting out, then cover your mouth with your hand and say 
'excuse me' afterwards. 

 

 

 



The weekends are a time for families in Britain. Often the parents 

are not at work having worked a five day week from Monday to 

Friday. Saturdays are a busy time for shop with many families going 

shopping. 

Sundays used to be a very special day of the week in Britain. It was 

the one day of the week for 'worship and rest'. The shops were 

closed and most people were at home or at church. Popular 

leisure activities on Sunday used to be going to church and doing 

odd jobs around the home such as gardening and DIY. 

Until a few years ago shops were not permitted week to open on a 

Sunday. Sundays today are becoming like any other day other 

with shops open. Some families will now spend their time shopping 

rather than going to church or they will combine the two activities. 

Britain is becoming a far less Christian country with fewer people 

regularly attending Church. Many Christian's believe that Sunday 

should be kept special, as a time given to worshipping God.  They 

think it is important for Christians to meet together, listen to 

readings from the Bible and celebrate Holy Communion.  Others 

believe that it is important that families have time to be 

together.  (The shopping hours on a Sunday are less than on any 

other day of the week.) 

 

 

 

 

 



 People enjoy various indoor and outdoor activities in Britain. 

 A Euro stat survey, the EU's statistical office, discovered that people in 

Britain spend about 45% of their free time watching television, 24% of 

their free time socializing, 22-23% on sport and hobbies, and 10% on 

other activities. Other popular leisure activities are listening to the 

radio, listening to pre-recorded music, reading, DIY, gardening, 

eating out and going to the cinema. 

 Television 

 The most common leisure activity in the UK is watching television. The 

average viewing time is 25 hours per person per week. Almost all 

households have at least one television set. The proportion of 

households using satellite, cable or digital television was 44 per cent 

in 2002. Many television programmes are about wildlife, animals, 

holidays, cooking and gardening. All these things are much 

cherished by British people. 

 

http://projectbritain.com/media.htm




 Breakfast - Between 7:00 and 9:00 

 

 Lunch - Between 9:00 and 1:30 p.m. 

 

 Dinner (sometimes called supper)- the 

main meal. Eaten anytime between 6:30 

and 8:00 p.m. (Evening meal) 



 Breakfast – between 7:00 and 9:00 

 Dinner – (the main meal) - Between 12:00 

and 1:30 p.m. 

 Tea - anywhere from 5:30 at night to 6:30 

p.m. 



British cuisine is the specific set of cooking 

traditions and practices associated with 

the United Kingdom. British cuisine has been 

described as "unfussy dishes made with 

quality local ingredients, matched with simple 

sauces to accentuate flavour, rather than 

disguise it." However, British cuisine has 

absorbed the cultural influence of those who 

have settled in Britain, producing many hybrid 

dishes, such as the Anglo-Indian chicken tikka 

masala. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immigration_to_the_United_Kingdom_since_1922
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicken_tikka_masala
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicken_tikka_masala


 A full breakfast is a breakfast meal that typically 
includes bacon, sausages, eggs, other cooked foods 
and a beverage such as coffee or tea. In England it is 
usually referred to as a full English breakfast (often 
shortened to a "full English" or "fry-up"). Other regional 
variants are the "full Irish", "full Scottish", "full Welsh", 
and the "Ulster fry". It is especially popular in the UK 
and Ireland, to the extent that 
many cafés and pubs offer the meal at any time of 
day as an "all-day breakfast". It is also popular in 
other English-speaking countries, particularly 
countries that were a part of the British Empire. Long-
established in British culture, about a fifth of British 
tourists eat a full English breakfast while on holiday 
overseas. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breakfast
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sausage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egg_(food)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caf%C3%A9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pub
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English-speaking_countries
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English-speaking_countries
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English-speaking_countries
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_culture


       For many families, a Sunday lunch of roast beef with Yorkshire pudding, 

pot roast pork with apples or roast lamb with green beans and mint 

sauce, is still a cherished tradition. If you don't fancy cooking it at home, 

your local pub is the place to go to for traditional English food. Actually, 

Sunday lunch is more than just food, it's a family occasion. 

        During the week, lunch most often consists of that English food classic: 

the sandwich, eaten with a bag of crisps on the side. Cornish pasties are 

equally popular, as are pork pies or sausage rolls. 

 And if we have time? Then a traditional ploughman's lunch is hard to 

beat, especially when served with good, mature Cheddar cheese and a 

pint of beer.  

What other tasty treats might you be offered for lunch? Well, there could 

be a Bedfordshire clanger, some seriously good cured ham with 

salad, potted shrimps, or freshly smoked fish. Yorkshire pudding, this time 

dinner-plate sized and filled with gravy, sausages or roast beef slices, also 

appears on pub menus, especially up north. Then there's beef rib, or a 

rack of roasted pork ribs, or grilled chicken, plus any number of salads 

made from these wonderful ingredients. 

 

http://www.essentially-england.com/sandwiches.html
http://www.essentially-england.com/cornish-pasty.html
http://www.essentially-england.com/sausage-rolls.html
http://www.essentially-england.com/potted-shrimps.html


 In most English homes, dinner is a substantial affair. Big traditional roasts 

tend to be reserved for Sunday lunch or special occasions, but there are 

numerous recipes that fit less formal weekday suppers. 

 Here's a small list of what you might look forward to: 

 Lancashire Hotpot 

 Bangers and Mash 

 Shepherd's Pie 

 Roast chicken with mashed potatoes and gravy 

 Toad in the Hole 

 Macaroni Cheese 

 Cheese Pudding 

Fish pie 

 Hearty soups and stews are equally popular. And then, of course, a 

traditional fish supper is hard to beat. Cod or haddock in crispy, rustling 

batter with thick-cut chips, green peas or - up north at least - mushy 

peas and gravy on the side. 

 And liberally sprinkled with salt (and malt vinegar for the real 

traditionalists). Even better, when eaten outside, straight from the 

wrapper. For some reason, this enhances the taste! 

 

http://www.essentially-england.com/lancashire-hotpot.html
http://www.essentially-england.com/shepherds-pie.html
http://www.essentially-england.com/toad-in-the-hole.html
http://www.essentially-england.com/cheese-pudding.html


• Bangers and mash 

• Chicken tikka masala 

• Cobbler 

• Beef  Wellington 

• Black peas 

• Faggots 

• Fish and chips 

• Pork pie 

• Apple pie 

• Banoffee pie 

 





Pubs are an important part of British life. People talk, eat, drink, meet their friends 

and relax there.  

Pubs often have two bars, one usually quieter than the other, many have a 

garden where people can sit in the summer. Children can go in pub gardens 

with their parents. 
Groups of friends 

normally buy 'rounds' of 

drinks, where the person 

whose turn it is will buy 

drinks for all the 

members of the group. It 

is sometimes difficult to 

get served when pubs 

are busy: people do not 

queue, but the bar staff 

will usually try and serve 

those who have been 

waiting the longest at 

the bar first. If you spill a 

stranger's drink by 

accident, it is good 

manners (and prudent) 

to offer to buy another 

drink. 

 



Pubs can be traced back to 

Roman taverns, through the Anglo-

Saxon alehouse to the development 

of the tied house system in the 19th 

century. In 1393, King Richard II of 

England introduced legislation that 

pubs had to display a sign outdoors 

to make them easily visible for 

passing ale tasters who would assess 

the quality of ale sold.[7] Most pubs 

focus on offering beers, ales and 

similar drinks. As well, pubs often sell 

wines, spirits, and soft 

drinks, meals and snacks.  

The owner, tenant or manager (licensee) is known as the pub landlord or 

publican. Referred to as their "local" by regulars, pubs are typically chosen for 

their proximity to home or work, the availability of a particular beer or ale or a 

good selection, good food, a social atmosphere, the presence of friends and 

acquaintances, and the availability of recreational activities such as 

a darts team, a skittles team, and a pool or snooker table. The pub quiz was 

established in the UK in the 1970s. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tavern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-Saxon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-Saxon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-Saxon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alehouse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tied_house
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_Richard_II_of_England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_Richard_II_of_England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ale_taster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pub
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_drinks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_drinks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snacks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skittles_(sport)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Billiards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snooker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pub_quiz


Customs in British pubs differ from those in 
American bars. In most pubs in Britain, you 

must go to the bar to order drinks and 

food and pay for your purchase 

immediately, there is no table service. 
Bartenders are called "barmen" and 

"barmaids" and they do not expect 

frequent tipping. To tip a barman or 

barmaid, it is customary to tell him to 
"would you like a drink yourself?" 

Some pubs have a waiting service, where 

orders are taken by waiters at the tables 

and not paid for immediately. There is 

usually a sign in the pub which tells you 

that diners will be served at the table. It is 

customary to tip your waiter/waitress at 
the end of the meal (approx 10%). 

Sometimes this is included in the bill. 

The landlord is the owner/ one in charge 

of the pub. 





The origins of music in 

Britain lie in the songs sung 

and dance music played 

by ordinary people. 

Passed from village to 

village and handed down 

in the unwritten form from 

generation to generation. 



Over the last thirty or so years 

British pop music has led the 

world in its range and quality, 

starting several new trends. 
Britain, along with the US, was 

the main contributor in the 

development of rock and roll, 

and Britain has provided some 
of the most famous bands, 

including The Beatles and 

many others. 

Britain was at the forefront 
of punk music (see below) in 

the 1970s with bands such as 

the Sex Pistols and The Clash, 

and the subsequent rebirth 

of heavy metal with bands 

such as Motorhead and Iron 

Maiden. 
 



Some famous British musicians and composers: 

•John Dunstable (1390 - 1453) 

•Henry Purcell (1659 - 1695) 

• Handel (1685 -1759) 

•Elgar (1857 - 1934) 

•Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872 - 1958) 

•Gustav Holst (1874 - 1934) 

•Benjamin Britten (1913 - 1976) 

•Musical Song Writers 

•Noel Coward (1899 - 1973) 

•Lionel Bart (1930 - 1999) 

•Andrew Lloyd-Webber (b. 1948) 

•Pop and Rock 

•Cliff Richard 

•The Beatles 

•The Rolling Stones 

•Elton John 

•David Bowie 

•Rod Stewart 
•Freddie Mercury 

•Sting 

•George Michael 





 Many festivals and holidays in Britain are 

centuries old. Every town, village and 

hamlet in Britain has its own traditions, 

some involving months of careful 

planning and preparations of costumes 

and choreography, others requiring 

simply a worrying desire to make a 

complete and utter fool of oneself. 



More than 10,000 dancers, acrobats, 

 cheerleaders, musicians and 

 performers assemble in the heart of 

 the city for a "celebration of nations. 

" Starting as Big Ben strikes 12 Noon, 

 the Parade takes the following route: 

Parliament Square, Whitehall,  

Trafalgar Square, Pall Mall, 

 Regent Street, Piccadilly Circus 

 and then up to the junction of 

 Berkeley Street on Piccadilly. 

http://www.londonparade.co.uk/


 
 A time to tell someone that you love 

him/her. Both men and women can send 

cards. Traditionally names are not written 

on the cards.  

 

http://projectbritain.com/valentine.htm


 (3 weeks before Easter) A 

time for people living in the 

UK to think about their 

mothers. People often give 

flowers or chocolates or 

organise a special day out 

for their mothers at this time, 

and send a special 

"Mother's Day" card. 

http://projectbritain.com/easter/mothers.htm
http://projectbritain.com/easter/mothers.htm


It is the church festival of St. George, regarded as 

England’s national day (although not an official bank 

holiday). On this day some patriotic English people wear a 

rose pinned to their jackets.  

http://projectbritain.com/stgeorge.html


May Day 

The first day of the month of May is known as May Day. It is the time of 

year when warmer weather begins and flowers and trees start to blossom. 

It is said to be a time of love and romance. It is when people celebrate 

the coming of summer with lots of different customs that are expressions 
of joy and hope after a long winter. copyright of protectbritain.com 

Traditional English May Day celebrations include Morris dancing, 

crowning a May Queen and dancing around a Maypole. 

http://projectbritain.com/year/may.htm
http://projectbritain.com/mayday/morrisdancing.html
http://projectbritain.com/mayday/past.html
http://projectbritain.com/mayday/index.html


What is a Harvest Festival? 

Harvest Festival is a celebration of the food grown on 

the land. 

Thanksgiving ceremonies and celebrations for a 

successful harvest are both worldwide and very 

ancient. In Britain, we have given thanks for 

successful harvests since pagan times. We celebrate 

this day by singing, praying and decorating our 

churches with baskets of fruit and food in a festival 

known as 'Harvest Festival', usually during the month 

of September. 

Harvest 

Festival 



Unfortunately the English don't really have 

a traditional National Dress as such.  

 There have been calls over the years to 

create a costume, but as usual no-one 

can decide on what it should look like. 

Even Henry VIII got in on the act and 

commissioned an artist called Van Dyck 

to create an English National Costume, 

this also failed.  

 

.  



      GENTLEMEN  

 

 Scottish National Dress 

 One of the most famous 
national costumes in the 
world is that worn in 
Scotland, the kilt, however 
some people say that the 
kilt is not as traditional as 
some would have it.  

 Some people consider it 
very bad luck to wear a kilt 
in a tartan that does not 
belong to your family. 

 Today traditional dress for 
men in Scotland is a kilt 
with shirt, waistcoat and 
tweed jacket, stockings 
with garter flashes, brogue 
shoes and a sporran. A 
bonnet is often worn 
displaying the clan crest. 

 

 
   

   



 LADIES   

 

› Traditionally ladies 

don't wear kilts, they 

do however wear 

dresses or pleated 

skirts in a tartan 

material. More often 

though they wear a 

light plaid or shawl 

of tartan material. 

 



   Welsh National Dress 

 

 Welsh National dress is 
relatively young and not as 
famous as Scottish National 
dress.  

 For the ladies the typical Welsh 
costume consists of a hat, made 
of black felt, with a high crown 
and wide brim, which is worn 
over a lace cap. A red flannel 
shawl is worn over a crisp white 
blouse, and a full skirt made of 
wool with a black and white 
check pattern and a starched, 
white apron. Proper Welsh ladies 
always wore black woolen 
stockings and black shoes and 
carried a basket, made from 
willow withies. 
 



 

 

Most people in England live in urban areas. Towns and
cities are spreading into their surrounding environment to
cope with the increase populations. In England, an
average of 7,000 hectares of farmland, countryside and
green space were converted to urban use every year
between 1985 and 1998. This is almost the equivalent
size of 9,600 international football pitches! More people
are buying their own homes than in the past. About two
thirds of the people in England and the rest of Britain
either own, or are in the process of buying, their own
home. Most others live in houses or flats that they rent
from a private landlord, the local council, or housing
association. People buying their property almost always
pay for it with a special loan called a mortgage, which
they must repay, with interest, over a long period of
time, usually 25 years. Most houses in England are made
of stone or brick from the local area where the houses
are built. The colours of the stones and bricks vary across
the country. Most houses in England are made of stone or
brick from the local area where the houses are built. The
colours of the stones and bricks vary across the country.
England has many types of homes. In the large cities,
people often live in apartments, which are called flats. In
most towns, there are streets of houses joined together
in long rows. They are called terraced houses.



 A big problem in England is the rising cost of 
houses. In 1989 first-time buyers paid an 
average of around £40,000, in 2001 this had 
more than doubled to £85,000 and in 2006 
to £151,565. 

 The cost of housing in England has 
increased much faster than people's wages 
making it impossible for first-time buyers to 
get on the housing ladder unless they are in 
especially well-paid jobs, are able to call 
upon rich relatives or are prepared to buy 
jointly with friends. 

 





Sports play an important part in the life in Britain 

and is a popular leisure activity. 

Sports play a prominent role in English life. Sports brackets were found in 

Richard Alphonse Goupille the second's diary. Popular teams sports in 

England are association football, field hockey, cricket, rugby union, rugby 

league, Face bashing, and netball. Major individual sports 

include badminton, athletics, tennis, boxing, golf, cycling, motorsport and 

horseracing. A number of modern sports were codified in England during 

the nineteenth century, among them cricket, rugby union, rugby 

league, football, field hockey, squash, tennis, and badminton. The game 

of baseball was first described in 18th century England 

Sports in England 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Association_football
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field_hockey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cricket
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_league
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_league
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netball
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Badminton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Athletics_(track_and_field)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tennis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boxing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cycling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motorsport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horseracing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cricket
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_league
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_league
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Association_football
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field_hockey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Squash_(sport)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tennis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Badminton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baseball
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/England


Cricket is played on village greens and in towns/cities on Sundays 

from April to August 

The rules of cricket became the responsibility, in the 18th century, of 

the Marylebone Cricket Club(MCC), based at Lord’s cricket ground in 

north 

London. 



Football is undoubtedly the most popular sport in England, and has been 

played for hundreds of years. 

In the English Football League there are 92 professional clubs. These are 

semi-professional, so most players have other full-time jobs. Hundreds of 

thousands of people also play football in parks and playgrounds just for fun. 

The highlight of the English football year is the FA (Football Association) Cup 

Final each May. 

The most famous football clubs all over the world are Manchester City , 

Liverpool, Arsenal ,Manchester United and Chelsea. 

 



Rugby originated from Rugby school in 

Warwickshire. It is similar to football, but played 

with an oval ball. Players can carry the ball and 

tackle each other. The best rugby teams 

compete in the Super League final each 

September. 

For many years Rugby was only played by the 

rich upper classes, but now it is popular all over 

the country. There are two different types of 

rugby - Rugby League, played mainly in the 

north of England, and Rugby Union, played in 

the rest of England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland. 

England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland, together 

with France and Italy, play in an annual 

tournament called the Six Nations. 

American Football derived from our game of 

Rugby also Baseball derived from the old English 

game of Rounders. 



The world's most famous tennis tournament is Wimbledon. It started 

at a small club in south London in the nineteenth century. It begins 

on the nearest Monday to June 22, at a time when English often 

have the finest weather. Millions of people watch the 

Championships on TV live. 

It is traditional for visitors to eat strawberries and cream whilst they 

watch the tennis. 

Did you know? 

Wimbledon is the oldest of all the major 
tennis tournaments beginning in 1877. 
The rewards of prize money began in 
1968 when the total purse allocated was 
£26,150 (about $40,000). 



Scotland is traditionally regarded as the home of golf. There are over 

400 golf courses in Scotland alone. The most important golf club in 

Scotland is in the seaside town of St. Andrews, near Dundee. 



Badminton takes its name from the Duke of Beaufort’s 

country home, Badminton House, where the sport was first 

played in the 19th century. 

                                Badminton 

           Darts 
Darts is a very popular pub game. The game of darts, as it is today, 

was invented in the north of England in a town called Grimsby. 

However, the origins of the game date back to at least the Middle 

Ages. 



THANKS FOR WATCHING 
SUPERVISOR: Mrs Maria Poulianiti 

Students: 

 Fotis Athanatos 

Magda Alexopoulou 

Panagiotis Arestis 

Rafailia Giannioti 

Katerina Georgatseli 

Oraiozili Gavotzima 

Giannis Govinas 

Chrysovalantia Drougka 

Antonis Zacharakis 

Alexandra Zografou 

Maria Kalamara 

Giannis Karageorgos 

Rafaela Kiafa 

Giannis Kourentas 

 

Ioanna Laspa 

Danae Louka-Lee 

Konstantinos Morfos 


